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by April Bingham
instances
where
legitimate
A tedious, contentious,
five hour
critisisms
exist.
4) If resolution of the differences
Students’
Council
meeting
last
between chevron staff and the FedSunday saw as its first speaker Neil
eration cannot be achieved through
Docherty
on behalf of the “free
chevron”.
a process
of discussion,
then it
Docherty
to!d Council that the would be appropriate
to consider
facts had to be heard and that evichanges in the paper itself. We do
dence should be heard from both
not believe this will be necessary,
sides. He said the chevron felt that
however.
students of UW had every right to
5) It is patently obvious that a
investigate the chevron but that the real problem does exist, because
investigation
should be done in the the chevron has been subjected to a
“proper”
manner. Specifically
he barrage of attacks from the Federa-.
proposed the following five points.
tion executive.
We believe that
1) That all resolutions
passed
Council should investigate the ensince September 24. 1976 by countire affair from beginning to end,
”
‘&ii: L,jdtt;,
CL p-’?* I-)$;c
c:-ii Geaiing wrkii the ~i~~fvfer~t
ba; BC- 3IILci~lll~~
scinded,
and that the operating
forum.
budget and staff salaries and posiDocherty
said he wanted cool
tions retroactive
to September 24 heads to sit down and tell the cbevbe restored.
This action should
ron what was wrong with the issues
preceed any serious investigation.
since September. The chevron staff
2) Council
and the student
firmly believe that the Federation
sogieties should then specify in deExecutive
has committed
“many
tail the things which they did not
crimes”
and that they are the ones
like about the first three issues of who need to be investigated.
The
the chevron in September of 1976.
Executive
crimes
were
not
3) Chevron
staff should then
specified. Docherty
asked Council
reply to all these charges and disto take an objective,
dispassionate
cuss plans for changing the paper in
view of the chevron.
i1

Some 450 people turned out to the Oct. 14 Oktoberfest
pub in South Campus Hall. The pub-dance,
which was sponsored
by the Board of Entertainment
was sold out just after 9:OO’p.m. Three of the Board’s
workers
who helped make the affair a success
pose at the door for a bullseye
photog.

University
Federation

Canadian
condemns
by April Bingham
Af an emergency
meeting last
Saturday, the Canadian University
Press (CUP) decided to condemn
the Federation
of Students
and
stand behind the free chevron.
All of its 28 Ontario members
were invited but only six showed
up. The conference
which was
scheduled
to start at 9:30 a.m.
spent the morning receiving information for the chevron, according
to Dave Colbourne,
CUP fieldworker.
Following a lunch break the conference reconvened
at 1130 and
heard from Shane Roberts
and
13oug hntoine about the Federation
side of pile “affair”
._Shane spoke
of Freedom
on khe question
of the press asking hi Freedom from
what7 . from whom I?” He suggested
that ahe paper had to be responsible
to someone other than itself and
that students had some rights in regard to the running of the paper. He
said that freedom
belongs to the

c

students through students’ council.
Roberts
also said “The
paper
doesn’t have inalienable
rights. ”
He pointed to the commercial
press
and mentioned that if readership of
a commercial
paper drops,
the
paper will go under. He suggested
that the chevron was not subject to
thBt kind of marketplace
constraint
and he was unwilling
to see the
i
,” I \

Doug

Press

Antoine

paper solely in the hands of whoever happened to be working on it guaranteeing
them money, with no
supervision
by any elected, representative
of the students
as to
how that money was being spent.
President Roberts asked exactly
what the conference
was for and
Pat Daley , chairperson
of the conference, said that CUP was in support of the chevron
and that the
meeting was to find a way to reopen
the chevron immediately.
During
the question
period.
which was apparently set up so that
CTJP representatives
could find out
the Federation viewpoint,
most of
the questions
directed ai Roberts
c:_ir:g; from f&CJ &%pI-QEl Si;$TLX<.
No one fi-om the Federation w?.,s
present during the. chevron’s
b‘information
session”.
Roberts however was stibjected
to chevron
harassment
ahd generally
condemned by CUP. He responded in
kind, saying that he wanted to talk
with those who came from out of

town but not the AIA.
At this time Pat Daley intervened
to keep order. Shane Roberts was
thanked by CUP for coming and the
meeting recessed for ten minutes.
After the brief recess, the question of closing the meeting to all
except CUP members was discussed. This session which they preferred to call a “caucus”
was to

Neil Docherty

decide strategy and tactics for dealing with the Federation,
according
to Ms. Daley . There was much reluctance
to allow the representatives of the task force and the observers
(including
- bullseye
reporters)
to stay.
Ms. Daley said “We don’t want
people to know what we’re going to
do before we do it.” We’ve got to
make sure that those we are approaching aren’t in on the discussion’ ’ While
the edkor
of the
Charlatan from Carleaon said that
he was -not really for closing the
meeting “but if the chevron had any
fears, we should not impose our
liberalism on them s’ 5
It was eventually decided to form
- caucus but open the meeting to ;tBl
&er.
Whsn asked if ‘rhe free chevron
could stay, even though not members of CUP Pat Daley replied “of
course’ ‘.
The caucus broke around 5:OQ
p.m. without reopening the meeting.
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Clever

. dodging

The latest egg hatched by the
Federation,
The Bullseye
has
given birth to much more than a
‘new journal’.
Copying
verbatim
--a Radio Waterloo
report without
giving due credit, giving credit to
an unwilling
recipient,
more
clever
dodging
of
chevron
defense
arguments,
’
more false allegations
against
chevron
staff, prostituting
jour’ nalism ethics
for political
support, and ridiculing
another
faculty for this support are all bitter
realities to be found in this scandal sheet. As If this isn’t enough
to demonstrate
the rotten nature
of the egg, and this
is the
clincher,
students
paid for the
whole thing.
Last week Radio Waterloo
ran
a report entitled “Sexual Assault
Occurs
on Campus.”
The majority of this article was‘copied
ver-- --------mm- me P)uitsey&
withwut
givingany credit to the authors of
the article.
However,
it seems
that The Bullseye
staff were a little overzealous
in giving credit in
another
instance.
Mike Ura was
given credit for having participated in the publication
of The
Bullseye.
Today,
however,
Ura
denied any association
with this
paper that he considered
to be
rubbish.
I
In the first issue of the free
chevron,
the chevron
defended
itself against
eighteen
allegations made by Roberts
and the
Fed-eration.
In The Bullseye
only
one of the eighteen
allegations
was rebutted
by the Federation.
This concerned
Roberts’
claim
that he closed
the chevron
for
fear of it being looted when certain staff members
heard that the
paper
had been closed,
The
chevron
defended
itself by saying that the only incidence
of occupation
was of the Dean’s office
and that it had received
support
from the Federation
and that no
damage had been done. In reply
to this, Andrew
Telegdi, former
Federation
president,
said that
the Federation
had not supported
the act. However,
the
whole point that ttiere had been
no damage done was completely
I
ignored. Thus the only argument
that The Bullseye
tried to refute
remains
intact.
There
was no
legitimate
reason
for Roberts’
suspicions
that damage
would
be done to the chevron
office. A
single and meager attempt to justify the action
was pathetic
at
best.
The Bullseye
also reported
Roberts
as saying
about Hess
“The fact that he has never been
a student
makes
him a poor
choice for a position of ultimate
responsibility.”
However,
Hess
was a student
at WLU during
which
time he was production
manager
for their paper, ‘The
Cord
for a year and a half.

,
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Another
Federation-backed
allegation bites the dust.
Perhaps the most obvious
outrage of The Bullseye
is the manner in which it tries to enlist the
support
of the engineering
students to the side of the Federation in this issue. This was slyly
done by depicting
an engineering student
burning what we are
led to believe is a chevron.
The
Bullseye
also allowed the publishing of an article entitled “Desiderata”.
r
! The article was typical
of the
mind in the gutter mentality
so
often presented
in Enginews
(a
farcical
attempt
at journalism
if
one has ever existed).
Desiderata
advises, “Take kindly the counsel
of others,
even though
they be
artsies”
and *‘Give up. Transfer to
Arts.” This kind of arrogance
is
no

surprise

to

myone

unfcrrtu-

nate to have read Engi news in the
past, but what is really surprising
is that the Federation
would
allow the ridiculing
of a faculty
after that faculty
had pledged
support to them. It’s obvious that
Roberts
and his band of unethi-

cal journalists
were willing
to
allow this in order to get thesupport of the engineers.
It is hoped
that the Arts Council
will have
, something
tosay
on the matter.
We certainly
hope so anyway.
The most amazing thing about
the whole
deal
is that
The
Bullseye
had no outside advertising which means it wasentirely
paid for by students.
The chevron issue which the !Federation
considers
to be bogus, however,
used 80% outside advertising.
If
UW students
are genuinely
concerned
about the utility of their
money for a UW newspaper,
then
perhaps
the chevron
is a much
more reasonable
choice.
It is hoped
that this grosstravesty
of student funds will destroy the apathy
that so ‘badly
haunts
the campus.
If students
do not’ soon raise their voices,
then perhapsShane
Roberts will
continue
to be “mildly amused”
by the whole
affair
while he
dancesgailytothefading
melody
of The Blue Danube.
Mike Devillaer’
David Assman
Bill Wharrie
Peter Goodwin
Phil Rogers

-.Bullseye
answers

.%

Sorry RadWat that I didn’t give
you a by-line
- that was an
oversight/mistake/breach
of
trust/capital
offence for which I
will remain eternally
(sOmy penitent).
In terms of false allegations,
well, except .%r the interview
I
can’t find any allegations
at all -and when comments are attributed
to a reputable source then Ifeel I’m
entitled to run them. What the.president has to say is news you know.
As for Desiderata,
that was
another bluizder. I forgot to credit
,

CNJR MISTAKE
Apologies
to Mike Ura for inaccurately
listing him as a
contributor
iri the last issue.
He was not.
Apologies
to Radio Waterloo
for not giving
them a
by-line on the “Sexual
Assault”
story and to SciSoc
news
who were the source
for Desiderata.

the source, SciSoc news and I have
port for bullseye.
To the best of
been duly reprimanded
and I have
my knowledge,
no OPI RG-W staff
printed an apology. I willleave it to or member of the Board of Directhe students in the Faculty
of Entors participated
in the producgineering to answer your slandertion of bullseye.
Any support,
ous remarks about them.
other than the submission
of ads
In terms of editorial policy, DEand articles in the same way that
SIDERATA
was humourous.
If you
we submit
ads and articles
to
folks_could
remember what a smile
other media, would have to be
actual& is and learn to laugh,/at
authorized
by
our
Board.
youself ,once in a while you might
OPIRG-W
has taken no position
not have to worry
so fervently
on the current
conflict
between
-about keeping- your mind oul; of the
the Federation
and the chevron.
gutter. Certainly
the Artsies were
Secondly,
it could be read as a
amused by the comments.
gentle
hint to OPIRG
that we
As far as outside
advertising
should take a positi’on of support
goes, I have asked for permission
‘for bullseye.
However,
when
to run it. The Executive
decided
OPIRG first organized
at Waterthat it would be an unnecessary
inloo, and whenever
we organize
sult to the free chevron to do so. If
on a campus,
it is with the clear
all goes well the paper will be turnunderstanding
that our’involveing a profit soon -from
external
ment with on-campus
politics
ads.
will be limited to those issues
And what’s wrong with running
arising directly out of our orientaFederation
advertising.
The chevtion towards
off-campus
issues.
ron has always done so and never
It is the responsibility
of the cambeen criticised for it?
pus press, the student societies,
In terms of answering the allegathe Federation
of Students,
OFS,
tions of one side or another, I do and NUS to reflect the struggles
not consider that my job. Bullseyeis
of students
on-campus,
and
not a ‘Federation
mouthpiece’
and
those organizations
are responeditorial content is not con trolled
sible to the students
on that
by the Executive or council. In the
basis. Student
concern
for the
past issue I ran what I considered
Federation-chevron
struggle
to be of general interest and imporshould
be expressed
through
tance. The vast majority
of comtheir support for each of the pap.ments I have heard have been
ers, and through
the societies
highly
favourable.
Things
like
and through
the Federation.
“that’s the first paper on this camEugene Beuthien
pus that I’ve ever read from- cover ,
Co-ordinator
to cover”
and “this is what the
OPIRG-Waterloo
chevron should be like.”
Attributing
participation
to individuals who promised a submission
but did not get it in may be “unethical”. I will endeavour
not to do so
again. However,
Mr. Ura has also
:
been listed as a contributor
to the
chevron on occassions
rtyhen henwas
” In a fr&e chevron
story on not.
supposed
recall petition for ES
dt
Council
rep. Heather Robertson,
Douglas Thompson,
member
of
the
Federation
Executive
is
quoted as saying “I think she has
about as much political
savvy as
a snail, but I respect
her as a
human being. I admire her for the
stand she has taken,”
which he
Your last edition of bultseye
described
as “ . . .curious
and
contained
in the masthead
a line
hanging,‘.’
but “I think
she’s
reading,
in part, “the folks from
standihg
up for the people who
OPIRG (whose
names I forget)
want to put out a paper.”
. . . “. That can be interpreted
in
In response
Heather
writes
either of two ways, both of which
“One thing about snails: they do
are misleading.
stick to principles;
argue in fact;
First, it can be read to imply
know
their
limit;
and realize
OPIRG participation
in or sup:
when things have gone too far!!‘:

Cokbrning
nails
VC

_ -

OPIRG
---annoyed

1
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AII interview with,Neil Dochaty
The following is a list of the questions which were written out and
submitted to Mr. Docherty
at his
insistance before the scheduled interview .
Following that is our reporter’s
account of the interview.
Ed.
1) What is the A.I.A.?
2) HOW and why did you become
involved
with; the A.I.A.?
the
chevron?

3) What do you see as your role on
this campus?
4) To whom do you feel you are

irrelevant.
When I spoke to Mr. Docherrty
at the time of the scheduled interview he made it clear that in his
opinion the proposed questions avoided crucial points in the chevron
issue and did not indicate to him the
intention of providing an objective
view of the situation.
He then offered to prepare a
‘statement which he offered to submit for publication
in lieu of the
interview.
Unfortunately,
due the paper’s
printing deadline, it was not possible for Mr. Docherty’s
statement to
appear either.
Next week, I’ll interview myself.

by S; Clark

more responsible;
the staff of the
paper or the students of the university?
5) Is it the intention of the paper to
continue
ignoring
Council
decisions regarding its closure?
6) Do you feel that you have public
support? Why or why not?
’
7) In the view of some, the free
chevron is a political entity and not
a newspaper,
and its staff, advocates of a political viewpoint rather
than journalists.
Given that, how
can the free chevron, as it exists,
possibly
be allowed to continue

since available funding is for a student newspaper and not a political
party?
8) Where did CUP aquire the information which led them to state,
in the free chevron, that “the shutdown was arbitrary”?
9) What do you see as the purpose
of personal
attacks
on Shane
Roberts?
10) Is there anything
from the
Bullseye interview
with Roberts to
which you would like to respond?
11) What .do you hope to accomplish at tonight’s meeting?

According

to last week’s edition
of Bullseye, this issue should have
contained
an interview
with the
chevron’s
ex-production
manager,
Neil Dot herty .
Mr. Docherty
had not at that
time agreed to do such an inter-‘
view, mainly because he had not
yet been asked. Nevertheless,
when he was finally contacted, Mr.
Docherty consented but requested
that he receive prior to the interview a list of questions to be asked.
He stated that his reason for requesting such a list was that he was
not prepared to submit to a line of
questioning
which he considered

Transit cutbacks
elections
set
‘5 approved OpIRG
By a vote of 5-2 Monday, Kitchener city council voted to give
Kitchener
Transit
drivers a two
week holiday again next summer,
*almost all at the same time, reducing the transit service to three lines,
Mainline,
Queen South and the
Loop. This year’s proposal calls
for some skeleton service in the Ottawa Street and Stanley Park areas.
The two week transit cutback
last summer caused considerable

dismay and even shock among twin
cities residents.
Art Eby, Board of External relations chairman for the Federation
of Students addressed city council
saying that the financial situation of
the transit service would not improve if consumer confidence was
eroded through such actions as virtually shutting down the service for
Iwo weeks.
Alderman
Morley
Rosenberg

who has been the main opponent of
transit cutbacks
during the past
year said that the city should investigate other means of allowing the
drivers summertime
vacations.
Alderman
Rosenberg
has indicated that he will be running for the
job of mayor in the Dec. 6 elections. He will face opposition from
Mrs, Edith
the current
mayor,
Macintosh.

Tight schedule stalls task force
by Michael Dillon
The Chkvron
investigation

task
force which was created by Students’ Council at its meeting of
Sept 30, finally got into gear on
Wednesday Oct. 30. The task force
subsequently
met on Thursday
Friday and Saturday.
The t!ask force hsd been madated
to seview

&CWOPI by-law

sugges-

tions from any party and make recommendations
to students Council: The General Meeting, at which
these by-laws will be voted on by
all students
who show up, is
scheduled for Oct. 29. The by-laws
governing
general meetings
required that all motions, suggested
by-laws, etc. which are to be presented to the meeting had to be in
the hands of the president of the
Federation no later than 10:00 a.m.

Monday, October 18.
At its fourth meeitng the task
force decided that it would not be
able to adequately
review
the
bylaws it had seen by Monday.
The task force decided instead to
approach
council
for a clearer
mandate: At the meeting on Sunday, Oct. 17, the task force asked
for and received a mandate to requisition relevant information from
both -the Federation
and the
chevron,
to hold public hearings,
and to keep the chevron closed until
such time as any new by-laws
which might emerge from the general
meeting
could
be implemented.
From its inception, the task force
was hampered by the fact that the
chevron refused to participate
and
the professional
journalist,
John
,Kessel of the K-W Record, with-

r builseye

drew from the task force due to that
fact.
At one point on Friday during the
third meeting it had been decided
that
the
chevron
should
be
reopened under the direction of an
interim “co-editorial
board”
but
the next day all previous decisions
were scrapped after it was realized
that this idea would not be feasible.
The 031~ participation
by the
chevron accurred
on Friday when
the “free chevron” wanted the task
force to thoroughly
investigate the
manner of the chevron’s closing before taking any action on new bylaws and refused to actually join the
task force when their proposal was
rejected.
The task force will continue
under its new mandate until such
time as they feel their work to be
completed.-

masthed

for Oct..26,

27

research OPIRG is able to bridge
. the gap between university
and the
Campus wide elections for three
community.
Ontario Public Interest
Research
Presently OPIRG is involved in
several project areas including pubGroup board of director positions
will be held Tuesday October 26 lication of research into the cover
and Wednesday
October 27.
up of mercury poisoning in NorthAn engineering student, two sciem Ontario; drawing up legislation
environmental
on freedom
of information
act;
ence
and two
examining
Kitchenerstudies students are the candidates
local
for the 2 year terms. At a general
Waterloo
occupational
health
work on
forum Thursday
October 21st, in hazards and completing
project research on who owns the
the Campus Centre at 12:30 pm,
banks; land-development.
in K-W
The 5 prospective
board members
will discuss
their interests
in and a survey of water pollution
problems in the area.
OPIRG and student concerns.
Board members are actively inBoard members are responsible
volved in the decision-making
and
for governing the policy and direcpolicy setting of the organization.
tions of the student funded and conElections
ensure
that
student
trolled research and social action.
funded OPIRG is kept accountable
organization.
With
an annual
to its university
community.
budget of $34,000 from the compulPolling booths will be set up in
sory but refundable fee checkoff;
three locations:
Engineering
IV,
OPIRG operates a resource centre
and project research teams with the outside the EngSoc office, EnStudies foyer and the
aid of hired staff. Allocation of the vironmental
sizable budget is up to the elected
Campus Centre Great Hall. They
board of directors,
as well as set- will be open for voting from 9:00
ting priorities for research on issues
a.m. Tuesday
October
26 and
of local importance.
Wednesday
October 27 until 4:30
OPIRG involves students in re- p.m. both days.
search into community
affairs, soAny student who has paid his/her
cial issues and public concern offerOPIRG voluntary
fee can vote. If
ing course credit for work done. By
you have not sought a refund for
this fee which is collected when tuimaking academic work meaningful
to students through public interest
tion is paid, you are a member.
by Alison

Stirling

T

Bullseye is published
by the Federation
of Students
Inc., University
of Waterloo.
Special thanks to Dumont Press Graphix
for their tolerance.
Printing
by
Fairway Press, Kitchener.
Bullseye
is an interim
publication
designed
to
provide
the campus
with news until the regular
chevron
is back.
As we go to press for our second issue, we have
had a good deal of feedback
from readers about the
last issue. A lot of people liked bullseye No. 1 and a
lot didn’t. We were criticised
for carrying
too much
copy on the chevron
affair and we were criticised
for
not carrying
enough copy on the chevron
affair. We
were accused
of,,being bland and of being too controversial.
We’d all like to hear more from readers: What do
you think of the bullseye?
This time we have a three person editorial board:
Don Orth, David Daunt and Douglas Thompson.
The
b board was created Sunday night after most of the
copy for this issue was in so I (Douglas Thompson)
have to accept
most of the responsibility
for the
contents.
I do feel that there is too much copy on the
chevron
affair, but it is a big story with a large
number of tangled tangents.
I don’t think we can do .
fess than giving it the fullest possible
coverage.
This week’s contributors/participants:
April Bingham,’ Mike Dillon, Sue Clark, David Millar, Alison’
Stirling,
Diana Clarke,
Gary Dryden,
Eric Higgs,
Bruce Smith, Stephen Shaw, David Daunt, Don Orth,
Doug Kernohan,
Douglas Thompson.
dt.
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Official closure of the chevron by
act of Student’s Council has not
been effective in halting production
of the paper by the chevron-staff.
nOu&
the paper is Officially
closed for four weeks, pending
study by a task force, twoissues
of
the free chevron have appeared on
campus. The bulk of the staff of the
paper havecontinued
to work in the
chevron
offices
in the Campus
Centre.
The free chevron continues de-’
spite the following handicaps:%
- mail addressed to the chevron is
being” delivered to the Federation, *
,
- the chevron’ cameras and darkroom supplies have been locked
UP,

*

- the paper cannot
advertising.
material
,3

run national
supplied by

*
dy Douglas

Thompson

With the general meeting ap-1
proaching
on Oct.. 29 at which
every student will have the opportunity to cast a vote on the question, this backgrounder’
has been
prepared to sort out some of the’
major issues in the current controversy,
quite aside from. personalities and politics.
s The principal bone of contention
concerns decision-making
authority within the paper. The current
by-law leaves full responsibility
for
editorial content in the hands of the
editor. The editor is elected by the
volunteer staff and ratified by Stu’ dents’ Council. The practice in recent times has been for the editor to
delegate his responsibility
to the
staff, all of whom have the opportunity to vote on what goes in and
what doesn’t.
Currently,
the only voice that the
readers have is if they wish to work
for the paper, get their six contributions in and earn a vote. There is no
provision for a non-contributor
to
have any say,except
through Students’ Council.

-
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The Free Chevron

k

Stuff

’

Neil Docherty
and Henry ,Hess
continue to work on the paper despite their positions being dissolved by Council. Neil Docherty was
production manager of the chevron.

He was elected

to that position by
the volunteer staff of the paper and
it was ratified by the Students
Council.
It is generally agreed that he is
competent
as a .production . inanager, although there is some disagreement as to his abilities to act as
an unbiased journalist.
He is ’ an
AIA member. He has never been a
student at this university.
Henry Hess-was news editor of
the paper from the beginning
_
-_ of
September until the &Sing of the.
paper. He said that he was not an
AIA member-but
that he did not
want to deny being an AIA sympathiser. He was a student at Wilfrid. Laurier University
for three
years although he has never been a
student of UW. In his final year at
WLU he was the editor ofthe stu-

dent

newspaper
there, the dord
now? Editorial content will be deHe also worked at one cided by all those who work on the
paper. Most members of the staff
time as the chevron production
manager. Mr. Hess feels that the seem to feel that the paper will deal
only real issue to be considered
is in future less with the Federation
how well he performs his duties as and the chevron affair and more
I
news editor. _
with other campusnews.
The genOf the returning: volunteer staff,
eral intent is to produce “the best
only three (Larry Hannant, Doug
paper on campus”.
Wahlsten
and Salah Bachir)
are
The paper will be paid for by
AIA members. There are at least a local advertising,
with perhaps
dozen returning
staff members
some help from CUP. The paper
can put out about one page of copy
working on the free chevron who
are not AIA members.
for each page of advertising.
About 35 of the’ volunteers
new
Previous to the shutdown of the
this fall have worked on the free
chevron there was considerable
rechevron.. Some people having -no
sentment against the AIA influence
involvement
with the chekron have
on the paper. The Federation’s
accome out to work on the free
tions have united the staff like no
chevron,
including
Heather
-other issue could have done. GrieRobertson, a Students’ Council rep
vances against the AIA have been
for ES regular. Few of these people
forgotten.
* are AIA members.
However,
the ‘paper functions
The stti have been drawn tosomewhat like a castle under siege.
gether by the fight to keep the paper
Information
unfriendly
to the free
open. ‘There was even a thanksgivchevron position tends to be dising dinner held -at the chevron
counted or fhered out. Outsiders
office, As a move to guard against
tend to be judged on the basis of “If
possible eviction,
volunteers
sign
you’re not on our side you’re
up for shifts to keep the offices ocagainst us.” When a reporter from
cupied at all times.
the Conestoga College paper, The
There is a great deal of resolve to Spoke told Docherty that he had no
keep publishing as long as possible.
opinion
on the issue and just
The staff is divided’ as -to how to wanted to find out what happened,
deal with the chevron Investigation
Docherty refused to talk to him.
Task Force. One group would see it
The Federation of Students has
separate publications
board-to rep- , as a - tacit
approval
of the
all but grown horns and a tail in the
resent the students and the staff.
Federation’s
actions to have- any
ey‘es of many of the free chevrics.
The third option, and the one dealings with the task force and so one member of the Fedel’ation Exthat the chevron seems to want, is refuses on principle to make any
ecutive reports that upon saying
to permit the staff, defined as those
submissions
to it. Another,
less
hello to Cocherty all he can expect
-who have made a minimum number
vocal group, sees the task force as \ -m response is either ‘ ‘Fuck off.‘,
of contributions,
to be the only
an important means to future set‘ ‘VolJ rat” 2b‘~you weasel” or some
group having direct and--voting
tlement. At a free chevron meeting
simih6commeint.
input into decision-making.
In this on Oct. 15, it was voted to send two
Total war on the Federation
is
option, any student -who has a delegates to present information
to
seen b.y many as the only solutioncomplaint can make hims.elfor her- -the task force, providing
that the
In a situation such as this the day is
self heard by joining the stti of the task force would investigate
the carried by the loudest voices as opmanner of the chevron’s closing beposed to the clearest heads. LaPaper.
Currently,.
our by-laws essenmentably,
a similar polarization
fore investigating the chevron. (The
tially conform to the first model.
task force refused this demand so seems to be taking place in the FedStudents’ Council is the only body
the free chevron did not. make a eration of Students .
outside of the staff which has any
submission to the task force.)
The most likely outcome of all
real say in the paper. Difficulties
this wouldseem
to be a long and
The Paper’s Future
dirty battle between the free chevarise because part of the job of the
Where. to for the free chevron
paper is to criticise and be a kind of
ron and the Federation of Students.
watchdog on the Council.
The third option, which the chevron is currentlyasking
:for, limits
decision-making
power to&the staff
and allows no provision
for the
readership to have a voice.
by -April Bingham
‘cepted. The-three people who are
,
Option two, however, gives both
The interim j publication,
the
now co-editors
of the Bullseye are
input
sides
some
into
the
Bullseye, seemed to be under fire
David Daunt (council rep Science),
decisionmaking
process.
It also
Don
Orth
(council
rep Arts) and
from all sides at the Oct. 17 Stu(as does option threej keeps the
dents’
Council
meeting.
There
Douglas Thompson
(council rep,
Students’ Council out of direct inwere differing opinions about what
Integrated Studies).
volvement in the process.
-The original motion of the execuform the Bullseye should take and
This must be the first issue adtive board
which
created
the
about who its editor should bee
dressed by any proposed by-law.
Vice-President
Dave McLellan
Bullseye precluded the use of comThe second issue concerns the
Thompson arfelt that The Bullseye should be a mercial advertising.
paper’s operating money. In the
gued that the paper should be alstrict “newsletter’tof two eight
past year, the chevron has received
lowed to carry ads if only to offset
and a half by eleven inch pages.
most of its money from advertising.
Heather
Robertson,
ES council
costs. The council motion on Sunrevenue.
Production
.costs were -member, felt that there should be
day makes no reference
to cornpaid entirely by this method. The
mercial advertising
so presumably
no Bullseye at all, but that the “free,
salaries of the staff,-however5
were
the BuIlseye-is free to go ahead and
chevron”
should be the interim
paid by Council; leaving Council
solicit ads.
publication.
with the implicit power to fire staff.
There are several ways in which
Diana
Clarke
wanted
the
the paper could be funded beyond
Bullseye to be an eight page tabloid
ad revenue, One would be to levy a (the way it is right now).
separate student fee .which could be
After much debate and several
refundable
(as is the current
motions tabled or withdrawn,
PresOPIRG fee), or non-refundable
as ident Roberts moved that a weekly
is the Federation activity fee.
tabloid of 12 pages maximum
be
Alternatively
council could be published by the Federation as an
left with the discretion to fund the
interim news service.
paper as it saw fit.
Some members of council were
Any change in the fee structure
dissatisfied with the current editor,
from the current system of FederaDoug Thompson,
and suggested.
tion financing would require a rethat applications should be opened
ferrendum
and could not be imfor the position.
When it was
plemented immediately.
,
pointed out 1:hat Bullseye would in i
’ The refundable fee allows some
all probabilit :y only be publishing*
measure of readership control. The
only problem is that the paper is for three or four more issues, a
compromise
solution calling for a
available to all, free,%0 in one sense
three man editorial board was acit is only fair to charge everybody.
Heather Robertson
Weekly.
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Amidst allegations, and accusations flying back and forth between
, the Federation and the chevron,it is
difficult for the non-participant
to
sort out what’s what and who’s
who.

-

(an affiliate of CUP)
as it is no longer a CUP tnember,
-.
-the free chevron is not allowed to
book rooms on campus,
- there me no pid staff as of Oct.
,d
It is also possible that:
’ ’
- the telephone
in the chevron
offices could be. cut off, ,
- the free chevron supporters
could be evicted from the chevron
office (free chevron. staffers were
asked to leave and their continued
presence is seen by the Federation
as illegal).
Youth&ream

The Federation’s
against the chevron
part,/ at least; from
that most students
fied with the paper
up to the Federation
action on behalf of

recent actions
stemmed in
a perception
were dissatisand that it was
council to take
the students.

As long as those whose money
supports the paper have no say in
the operation of the paper, there is
always
the possibility
that students’ Council will intervene. The
dangers of that have been dramatically illustrated in recent weeks.
At least one of the by-law proposals which will come before the
general meeting will offer provision
for 8 one or another
systems
whereby the students who are not
contributors,
but who help pay for
the paper can have some say , in itsoperation.
This could Include
a separate

corporation
whose board of directors controls the paper. This board
of directors
could have membership elected by thesvolunteer
staff,
membership from Students’ Council, perhaps membership
from the
societies, and possibily
even one
_ member of the commercial
press:
IY terms of control of the paper,
there are two distinct
areas in
which control
is exercised.
The
first concerns the day-to-day decisions about what story will run and
what story won’t, what news will
be covered, etc. In the commercial
press this is the responsibility
of the
\
editor.
The other kind of control is less
direct, normally the prerogative
of
the’ publisher.
This includes the
power to hire and fne the editor and
establish general policy guidelines
for.the paper. It has nothing to do
with day to day copy decisions.
It would seem obvious that the
*paper cannot function effectively if
the publisher-is
meddling in dayto-day decisions. At the same time,
somebody
has to make the decisions about who will be editor,. and
what direction the paper is going to
take.
going to take.
.
This responsibility
should’ be
shared by the owners and the staff.
Both parties must be amenable to
the policies. If the staff are unwilling to accept policy decisions, you
will soon have no staff. If the publisher does not like the policy, you
will soon have no paper.
The commercial
press is always
subject to the marketplace restraint
of subscriptions
and- newsstand
sales, If the paper is not liked it
does not sell. If it does not sell it
does not get ads and it folds.
Student newspapers
which are
funded by compulsory
fees do not
have that kind of constraint.
Instead, being owned by the readers,
the readers - ie the students must have some means of letting
the paper’s decision-makers
know
what they want or .how they feel
about what they’re getting. #There
are three different models to accomplish this:
One-is to allow the Students’
Council, as the elected representatives of the students, to control the
paper as they see fit.
Alternatively
there can be a

-

.
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Sir Michael Redgrave
coming- tO U.W. October 27

Dave Colbburne,
CUP fieldworker
inquires
of Roberts
whether
he
would like to be judged on the record of a past administration
at the
CUP conference
last Saturday.
Roberts,
who spent the morning
at a
chevron
investigation
task force meeting, arrived at I:30 p.m. They
disputed the CUP/chevron
view that the paper should only be judged
on the issues since September.
He and Doug Antoine,
representing
the Federation
were met by a hostile audience,
much of which consisted of free chevron
staff. Following
the Federation
presentation,
,the bullseye
and other non-chevron
UW students
were asked to
/‘m!%, ?dvay,aa
, will~~~DT;
c

Playing

at

CAPITOL

I

Kitchener

The Marathon Man. Directed
John Schlesinger.
Screenplay
Review

by William

to plan a reception with representaThe programme
has been deby Betty Adare
tives from the Arts Community
of
and directed
by Alan
It is a rare treat to have such dis- vised
the Twin Cities, to meet one of
tinguished company grace the stage
Strachan who has done extensive
theatre’s
most
renowned
personof our Humanities
Theatre.
Sir work with the Mermaid Theatre of
ages and to exchange ideas.
Michael
Redgrave,,
well-known
London, England. He last directed
“Shakespeare’s
People”
will
actor-knight
of the international
Sir Michael Redgrave at ‘the Merappear on Wednesday,
October
stage and screen brings with him on maid in “The Old Boys” by WilOctober
27th a troupe of fine liam Trevor (197 1) and then CO- 27th at 8 p.m. Humanities Theatre.
Tickets
at $6.QO (Students
and
British
stage
stars
and interin devised the long-running
seniors $3.56)) are available at the
“Shakespeare’s
People”:
Philip , nationally famousrevue
“Cowardy
Main Box Office, Rm. 254, Modern
Bow&,
a young
actor
from
Custard”.
Languages
Bldg. UW Campus.
Britain’s
The UW Arts Centre has takefi
repertory
theatre,
Telephone 885-4280 or ext. 2 126.
this occasion-of
Sir Michael’s visit
Elizabeth
Counsell’
a talented
Shakespearean
actress,
David
Dodimead,
a world-tour
veteran
with wide-ranging
talents and Rod
Willmott’ guitarist and lutenist with
the National Theatre of Great Britain who sings the lilting catches
from the plays.
Sir Michael Redgrave
himself,
by Doug Keruohan
The next announcement
will be a
was practically
born on the stage.
The Arts Society has been apshock to some. Informed sources
He is the son of touring actors. He
proached by some very concerned
have cotifiimed
rumours that the
started his career in 1934 at the
students to Comment on an article
Arts Hockey team will win the “B”
Liverpool
R.epertory . After two
in the last issue of bullseye. ‘fhe
division of the Intramural
Hockey
years he was seen by Tyrone Gutarticle was entitled “Desiderata”
League.
Congradulations!
.
hrie who took him to the Old Vic in and was submitted by Sci-Sec.
More good news to follow’ so
London to play Orlando to Dame
sot.
why not dro p by the Arts Society
I must personally
thank Sci-Sot
Edith Evans’ Rosalind in Sir Lauroffice
(HH 178A) and find out for
for trying to recruit new members
ence Olivier’s first “Hamlet”.
The
yourself.
acting tradition is being carried on for the Arts Society. However, enin his family by daughters Vanessa
rolment is up by more than 10 per
cent so the ;anks are filling fast. I
and Lynn and his son Corin.
.The programme
is billed “A *I am glad that people outside of Arts
Celebration
of Shakespeare
in are finally reali&ng just what an
Words and Music” and is broken
elite the Arts students represent. d.* for c
on editor
up into the seasons, Spring, SumMy advice to non-artsies
is to join
Students’
Council
voted to open
mer, Autumn,
and Winter.
It is
now before the doors to paradise
applications
for. the position
of
well-balanced
in a mixture
of
are closed forever.
Chevron editor last Sunday. This
-tragedy,
comedy’
and
Turning to more serious matters.
poetry,
all assumes that the current editor’s
song. Featured are excerpts from a there are a few announcements
to
Resignation
is accepted.
Adrian
wide range of Shakespeare’s
works
be made. There will be an Arts Faincluding Hamlet, As You Like It,
Rodway submitted his resignation
culty
“Professor-Stuclent”
wine
IMacBeth,
Twelfth
Night,
Romeo
and cheese party on Thursday Oct.
on Sept 24 which was a major trigand Juliet. the historical plays and
21 from 12:30 to 4:30. All members
ger for Council’s recent action in
thg Sonnet%.
of the Arts Faculty are welcome.
regard to the chevron.

By

Goldman.

by J. Blackburn

Have your teeth checked before
Good thrillers are rare. All too
often “suspense
films”
sink into
going to see the movie: you may
the depths of melodrama or of uninnever go to a dentist ag%n.
tentional self parody. Then, maybe
Szell is La&-ence Olivier. Olivier
once or twice a year, a film comes
has been receivirig
praise for his
along that justifies the genre. The
role, but I felt he wasn’t quite at his
Marathon Man is such a film.
best in the part. By the standards
Dustin
Hoffman
plays Babe
we apply to mortal actors he was
Levy, a graduate student in history
outstanding,
but we are accuswho is writing his dissertation
on tomed to perfection from Olivier.
the injustices of the American sysAs Szell he is perhaps too cold, too
tem. His central concern is with the ruthless, to be seen as completely
McCarthy
witch-hunts,
which in real.
some half-explained
way drove his
The special effects crew deserve
father to suicide. Babe’s tribulasome recognition.
They’ve taken
tions while-trying
to study in an all the large number of unusual deaths
too quiet library will evoke warm
and turned them from melodramasympathy from many students. His
tic overkill into an art form of sorts.
other problems are perhaps not as There’s one scene where Szell slits
close to the heart, but are no less a man’s
throat
with absolute
believable,
thanks, to Hoffman’s
authenticity.
The most spectacular
excellent performance.
deaths in the film come right at the
-. Babe is trying to keep alive, conbeginning, when two drivers are
trary to the efforts of Christian
too busy yelling racial insults at
Szell, also known as the “White
each other to notice that they’re
Angel” of Auschwitz,
for reasons
about to drive into a fuel truck.
that are both obscure and more or
Effects such as these’ in conjuncless irrelevant’. -To be very brief
tion with the acting, the good direcSzell has come to America from
tion by John Schlesinger and some
Uraguay to claim the horde he ex- impeccable camera work by Contorted from his victims
at Aurad Hall serve to maintain a high
schwitz. He is‘ worried that Babe level of suspense throughout
the
might be in the way, and tries to get film. Some aspects of the film seem
rid of him. Prior to this Szell tries to inconsistent,
while many others are
extract information
from Babe by left hanging,
but the audience
practicing
the arts’of dentistry
he doesn’t object: they’re too wraplearned in the Nazi death camp.
ped up in the action to notice.

mpu-s?
Board of- Education,
Federation
of
Students is looking for people to help
with -

film festivals
speakers’ series
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* their housing
deq.uate

by Diana Clark

and David

Millar

Every September for the past decade, when the students return to the University
of Waterloo,
there has
been a “housing crisis”. Those students who have not
lined up accommodation
by August arrive only to fmd
ten people in line for every room available.
Thousands
mill through the housing services provided by the university
and by the Federation of Students. Students often consider themselves
extremely
fortunate to find any sort of accommodation
at all, let
alone desirable.
Prices of apartments in the immediate vicinity of the
university
tend to be exhorbitant.
Many end uplivingin
rooming houses which they find to be less than desirable, but better than nothing.
Others crowd into houses or townhouses
which may
be close to the university
but often are deep in Kitchener, forcing a long bus ride to school, and making it
difficult to get home once the last bus has left.
By mid-September,
however, everyone has settled
down into some form of accommodation
and it is said
that there never really was a housing crisis after all.
But just how satisfied are students withthe accomodation which they eventually find? Many have supposed that a good number of students aren’t satisfied
with what they find - but until now there have been no
firm figures on housing quality.
To help understand
how students view their accomodation,
the Federation of Students joined forces
with the university
housing office and the Region of
Waterloo to draw up a housing questionnaire
which
would sample student satisfaction
with their housing.
The questionnaire,
distributed in March ‘76 by Federation Council members to their constituents,
polled
students on questions ranging from “their concept of a
home as a child”, their present “type, cost and location
to their “satisfaction”
with various eleof housing,”
ments of privacy where they live, including visual and
acoustic privacy.
Students were asked to fill out the answers covering
two time periods: from Sept. to Dec. ‘75 and from Sept.
to Dec. ‘73.
The Federation received 1251 responses to the questionnaire. Distribution
of responses was not uniform
over all the housing types; a higher percentage of the
responses came from students who had lived off camwas only
,--Js during the time periods involved.-There
an 11 per cent response from on campus students versus the 35 per cent of students who are actually housed
on campus.
However, the main concern of the questionnaire
was
to survey off campus student opinion.
The importance of the survey is that it does point out
preferences
and dislikes for particular
housing types.
Professor Michael Lazarowich
of the Faculty of Environmental
Studies helped set up the survey and wrote
the initial SPSS computer program for analysing the
results. Further analysis is now being undertaken by a
fifth year architecture
student, David Millar. He is
using the data to support his idea for an on campus
student housing project.
The results of this survey have brought up some
information
that will help structure the approach to a
more detailed analysis of student needs on this campus.

Survey

Size

% Total Survey
Preference
for
(Survey
%)
?4 GnP it
% Thesis
% Csst
% No Reason
I ”

V W _

- “ ,

37
3.26
6.5
23.6
51.4
10.8
14.8

6
15
1.3
' 15
1.5
29.4
41.2
5.8
23.6

2.2
40.0
36.0
0.0
24.0

40
3.5
2.8
75.0
12.5
3.1
9.4

The table shows the distribution
of responses from
these various housing types provided both on and off
campus. Across the top of the table, are given the
accommodation
types and the labels on the left indicate
percentage values indicated by the survey response of
student preferences
for the various types. The percentages are taken relative to the total sample size minus
those students who didn’t answer the preference question.
The difference between the numbers in the second
and third rows indicates either a relative desire for more
accomodation
for a particular housing type or a desire
of students, for one reason or another, not to live in that
housing type.
From the second row can also be gathered what types
of accomodations
students are in.
The next four rows under each column indicate the
degree to which students were able to satisfy their
housing needs and if they, could not, for what reason.
The percentages listed in these columns are given as a
percentage of the preference for that particular accommodation listed in the third row.

\

Row four gives the per cent of students who were
able to get the particular housing they wanted relative
to each type.
The label ‘thesis’ in the fifth row represents the amalgamation of the reasons why students could not get the
accommodation
they wanted and includes the reasons
not rent to students”,
“unable to find it”, “landlord
“no vacancy”
and “too far from the the university”.
A conclusion
might be drawn that since these variables represent high percentage value of the reasons
why students could not find the accommodation
they
preferred; building accommodations
for students on or
near the university
would provide students with more
‘suitable housing than they presently have.
The sixth row indicates the percentage of those students who preferred each housing type who listed the
cost of that unit type as being the reason why they could
not get that housing type. Though these values are
significant, in no instance do they come near the values
listed in the row above. A more in depth study would
have to be undertaken
to verify these values.
The bottom row indicated the percentage of students
who did not give a reason why they did not get the
housing choice that they stated as their preference.
We can see from this table that there is an expressed
desire for more town house units than presently
are
provided and that less students would like to live in a
rooming house or in a room in a single family house than
presently do. As with the other data these numbers beg
to be verified so that we can analyse our housing rerequirements.
Further analysis of the table points out
that just less than 50% of the students got the housing
accommodation

that they preferred.

In addition to this a further correlation
was studied
with the components
of student’s satisfaction
on each
housing type and ranking relative -overall satisfaction
from high to low with each housing type.
Nine variables were computed and added for each
type ranging from the satisfaction
with the cost of the
unit, the amount of personal privacy, the satisfaction

197 2_17
25 146
247
119
2.2 12.9‘ 21.8 10.5 17.4 19.2
3.4
50.0
34.2
0.0
15.8

9.7
52.7
28.2
8.2
10.9

16.7
60.3
24.3
6.9
8.5

12.4
46.4
28.6
8.6
16.4

10.4
62.0
12.7
2.5
16.7

28.7
48.0
35.4
-5.5
11-I

15
1.3
1.3
46.7
33.3
0.7
13.3

67
5.9
2.6
51.7
24.1
3.4
20.8

97.76
98.2

with the amount of space in each type to the commuting ’
time to campus.
Town houses, married student apartments,
single
family houses and duplexes ranked high in satisfaction
with duplexes’ ranking the highest.
Church residences,
high rise apartments,
W.C.R.I.
apartments,
rooming houses and the village residences
ranked low with the village residences ranking the lowest.
Comparing
type’s :

the highest with the lowest scoring

housing

DuplexVillage
Average % gross income
spent on acpommodation
Satisfaction
with cost of unit
Satisfaction
with total
amount of space
Satisfaction
with size
of rooms
Satisfaction
with personal privacy
Satisfaction
visual privacy
Satisfaction
with sound proofing
Satisfaction
with outside priv. space
Satisfaction
with time to commute
Relative
all figures

overall

SatkT%tm

24.4
80.0

36.7
24.3

66.7

40.5

86.7
93.3
93.3
60.0
53.3
60.0
-99.w

40.5
48.6
59.4
18.7
43.2
75.6
-11

are percentages.

From the above data might be concluded that there
would be something less appealing about living in the
Village residences relative to living in a more individual
household unit. The fact that senior students move out
of the dormitory
residences, in light of the above data,
should be seen as symptomatic
of the ills of that type of
accommodation.
High vacancy rates in our residences should not be
mis-construed
as meaning that students don’t want to
live on campus.
As the data in the above example points out, perhaps
when students have access to accommodation
which
satisfies their needs they will trade off distance from
campus for a higher quality living environment.
Relying strictly on the data from the survey could be
misleading and in developing a program for on campus
housing as suggested by Dave Millar statistical information is no substitute for having actual user input into the.
design process.
As an experiment in this sort of “user input”, Dave
would like to simulate the user/client
relationship
by
holding regular weekly meetings with students interested in helping him establish student housing criterion particular to Waterloo.
The most important criteria is the student and the
most important controlling
element of student housing
is the cost. Dave needs other UW students to help him
establish such things as trade-offs of amenities relative
to costs, by helping him find out what they feel to be
most i,mportant.
Participating
students will be asked to follow through
to the end of the design process if that is possible. Dave
feels that a group larger than ten would not be workable.
Dave expects that the process will be interesting and
rewarding, allowing all participants
to gain experience
in group decision making. Dave hopes that he will get a
cross-section
of volunteers from all years and faculties..
In addition to the ten regular members, Dave expects
that a few “extras”
would be useful in case some of the
regulars had to miss a meeting.
In addition to being a rewarding personal experience,
the work will contribute to a greater understanding
of
student housing needs at UW and could possibly result
in more student housing on campus if enough interest is
generated.
Students interested
in participating
should phone
Diana Clarke at the Federation
of Students office,
885-0370 or ext. 2358.
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Paul Elliott
Presents

of Waterloo

TheIncomparable
Sir Michael Redgrave

Brilliantly
selected
highlights
from
Shakespeare’s
bestloved plays
The ESoard of Entertainment
crew who brought you the Octoberfest
Pub dance in the South Campus Hall
last Thursday
are seen hamming
it up for the camera just before the clean-up
begins (top left). Top right
and bottom, some of the 450 patrons which made the event a big success
for all.

COMING

EVENTS

ENG SOC ANNOUNCEMENTS
Up.and coming events: from Engineering Society “A”
Oct. 30
Semi’formal with OPUS II, Buffet dinner, 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.; Dancing,
9:OO p.m. to 1:OO a.m. Tickets, $16 per couple avqilable now f&m
your class rep.
Nov. 1
Nominations
open for Eng. Sot elections: President - 2B & up, 1st
Vice-President
- 2B & up, Secretary - Secretary - any, Treasurer, any. Nomination
forms available iii the Eng. Sbc. office.
Nov. 4
Hallowe’en Nurse Co-Pub at Concordia Club. $1.25 with costume,
$1.75 without costume. Advance tickets only available Nov. 1 at
Eng. Sot. office. Busses running again.
Nov. 15-20
ENGINEERING
WEEK See class rep for more details.
UW OUTERS
CLUB BICYCLE
TRIP
Oct. 30
36 miles round trip to Puslinch Lake. Bring yourpwn
lunch. Meet in
front of Campus Centre, departure time 1O:OO a.m.
For more information
call Bob Breuls, 885-2748.
Midsummer
Night’s Dream
The play by William Shakespeare will be appearing in the Theatre
of the Arts, Modern Languages building, beginning Tuesday Nov.
16 and closing Saturday Nov. 20. Show time is 8:00 p.m.
The play will be performed by the UW drama group under the
direction of Tom Bentley-Fisher.
The Maids
October 26 through’the 30th will see “The Maids” by Jean Genet
performed
at the Theatre of the Arth in the Modern Languages
building. The play will be performed by students and the director is
Maurice Evans.
Admission is $2.50, students and seniors $1.50.

Superbly
interpreted
by a company
of Britain’s finest
stage stars
Philip Bowen
David Dodimead
Elizabeth Counsel1
Rod Willmott

in

Shakeipearels
People
Humanities
Theatre
OCT. 27 - 8 p.m.
$6.00 (Students/Seniors

ITHE

I

ENTRE-six

Nov. 20, 2 p.m.
Humanities Theatre
Children (12 and under)

11-9~

UNIVERSITY

The Creative

DANCE
1.50

Adults

$3.50)

~~MPANY~
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Arts Board presents

The Maids

%$ZZ$Lrice

Theatre of the Arts
’
Tues.,Wed.,Thurs.
Adm. $2.50: students,
Fri. & Sat. Adm. $3.00; stu., sen. $2.00

Main Box Office:

’

Evans
Oct.26-30176
8 p.m.
seniors $1.50

254 Modern Languages Bldg.,
University of Waterloo
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.- 5p.m.
Show Nights: Individual theatre box office
opens 7 p.m. I

Coffee

Wbuse stuits

by Eric Higgs
’
The first
UW
coffee
house
featuring Willie-P. Bennett, a folk
artist will be held on Sunday, October 31, in the Campus
Centre
Pub.
The Boar&f
Entertainment
has
scheduled four more coffee houses
this term featuring Bill Hughes on
Nov. 6, Dave Bradstreet
on Nov.
13, David Essig on Nov. 20, and an
amateur night on Nov. 27. Performances will start at 9 p.m. and go
till 12 p.m.
There will be one amateur performer each evening, with the consent of the main performer.
The
Board of Entertainment
would liketo urge anyone who is interested in
catching a piece of the limelight on
amateur night, to contact the office
in the Campus Centre, room 235.

Andrew Telegdi (right), former Federation
president,
tells Pete Yates
(left), Federation
business manager, to go home for the day of protest
last Thursday.
Pete declined
saying that his job was an “essential
service.”
Photo by
Douglas Thompson

UW Brass invited tojoin students in NSD
As the Senate meeting last Monday, Federation
president
Shane
Roberts extended an invitation
to
all interested
senators and faculty
to join with the studetits on Nov. 9
in a discussion of where the university is and where it is going.
Nov. 9 is National Student Day,
Mr. Roberts hopes the discussion
will not only include topics concerned directly with the future of

the university
but also with such
student concerns
as tuition rates,
transit
service,
summer
unemployment, on and off campus housing etc.
It is hoped that student society
people, student senators as well as
Federation
council members
will
be involved.
Mr. Roberts said that
a more formal invitation
will be on
the way soon.

Board of Entertainment,

Learned

Society

to meet

at UW

this

fall

by Eric Higgs
The Fall 1976 meeting of the
Upper Canada Branch of the Canadian Society for the History
and
Philosophy
of Science will be held
on Saturday,
November
6, from
9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at UW.
The meeting is being organized
by Byron
E. Wall,
Secretarytreasurer for the society, and also a
resource
person for the Integrated
Studies Programme
at UW.
Various papers dealing with the
history and philosophy
of science
will
be
presented
in
a
presentation/discussion
format.
Faculty
and students interested
in the meeting are invited to contact
Byron
E. Wall c/o Integrated
Studies.

Federation

of Students,

A variety
of coffees, teas, and
perhaps baked goods and cider will
be available for sale. There will be a
small cover charge of around a dollar to cover the cost of entertainers.
Initially the coffee houses will be
staffed by volunteers.
A total of six
will be required each evening for
looking after the door, the coffee
and tea, and the floor on a rotation
basis. -Anyone interested in helping
out should see Ddug Antoine in the

Federation
president
Shane
Roberts
reported
to Students’
Council
last
Sunday
that his
nominee for the position of External Relations
Chairman
was Art
Eby.
Eby.--- has had - experience
with
mumcipal planning, ratepayers
as-

sociations and other municipal affairs.
Council
accepted
the nomination. There are now only two vacancies on the Executive
Board,
NUS Liaison Offker and Board of
Publications
Chairperson.

Math Sot lines up jobs
Math Society is compiling a diFAMULUS
are now available.
rectory
of students
interested
in
Interested
students should go to
doing some part-time programming
the Math Society office to fill out an
for professors
in ESS, Arts and
information
card %tating: name,
HKLS.
Regular students wishing
address, phone number, academic
to gain practical
experience
in year and programming
languages in
programming
should be interested
. which you are proficient.
The card
in this directory.
will
then
be placed
in the
Most programming
will involve
Programmer’s
Clearing House file.
use of the computing
centre’s
As jobs become available Math
rather than math faculty’s
HonSociety will pass on the names and
eywell facilities.
phone numbers of eligible students
Jobs will vary in difficulty
and
to the professor
who will then
duratiqn. Some jobs will be paying
choose the programmer
for the job.
jobs or it may be possible to get a
For further details, enquire at the
credit for the work.
Math Society office, M&C 3038,
One job requiring PL/ 1, one inextension 2324.
volving CMS, and one reqlliring

Doug Antoine

Chairperson

NOV. 7

P. BENNET

- 9pm-12pm

Adm/ssi&

SUNDAY

DAVE

Fed. office.
During its Oct. 8 meeting, the
Board of Entertainment
decided
that a committee of three be formed
to manage the operation of the coffee house. The committee will consist of one representative
from the
Campus Centre Board, one from
Dave Assmann’s
appointment,
and
one Board of Entertainment
representative.

Council elects Art Eby to
External Relaions Chair

’ SUNDAY

WILLIE

on Oct. 37st

Admission $1 .OO

$1 .OO

NOV. 14

BRADSTREET

’

SUNDAY

NOV. 21

DAVE

ESSIG

.

